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NEW QUESTION 1
In an existing IaaS instance, it is required to deploy a single application that has different versions. Which of the following should be recommended to meet this
requirement?

A. Deploy using containers
B. Install a Type 2 hypervisor
C. Enable SR-IOV on the host
D. Create snapshots

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 2
A Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) is evaluating the company’s security management program. The CISO needs to locate all the assets with identified
deviations and mitigation measures. Which of the following would help the CISO with these requirements?

A. An SLA document
B. ADR plan
C. SOC procedures
D. A risk register

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 3
An organization is developing a new solution for hosting an external website. The systems administrator needs the ability to manage the OS. Which of the following
methods would be MOST suitable to achieve this objective?

A. Deploy web servers into an laaS provider.
B. Implement a cloud-based VDI solution.
C. Provision web servers in a container environment.
D. Use PaaS components in the cloud to implement the product.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 4
A database analyst reports it takes two hours to perform a scheduled job after onboarding 10,000 new users to the system. The analyst made no changes to the
scheduled job before or after onboarding the users. The database is hosted in an IaaS instance on a cloud provider. Which of the following should the cloud
administrator evaluate to troubleshoot the performance of the job?

A. The laaS compute configurations, the capacity trend analysis reports, and the storage IOPS
B. The hypervisor logs, the memory utilization of the hypervisor host, and the network throughput of the hypervisor
C. The scheduled job logs for successes and failures, the time taken to execute the job, and the job schedule
D. Migrating from laaS to on premises, the network traffic between on-premises users and the laaS instance, and the CPU utilization of the hypervisor host

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 5
A vendor is installing a new retail store management application for a customer. The application license ensures software costs are low when the application is not
being used, but costs go up when use is higher.
Which of the following licensing models is MOST likely being used?

A. Socket-based
B. Core-based
C. Subscription
D. Volume-based

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 6
An update is being deployed to a web application, and a systems administrator notices the cloud SQL database has stopped running. The VM is responding to
pings, and there were not any configuration changes scheduled for the VM. Which of the following should the administrator check NEXT?

A. Logs on the VM
B. Firewall on the VM
C. Memory on the VM
D. vGPU performance on the VM

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 7
A storage array that is used exclusively for datastores is being decommissioned, and a new array has been installed. Now the private cloud administrator needs to
migrate the data.
Which of the following migration methods would be the BEST to use?

A. Conduct a V2V migration
B. Perform a storage live migration
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C. Rsync the data between arrays
D. Use a storage vendor migration appliance

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 8
A cloud architect wants to minimize the risk of having systems administrators in an IaaS compute instance perform application code changes. The development
group should be the only group allowed to modify files in the directory.
Which of the following will accomplish the desired objective?

A. Remove the file write permissions for the application service account.
B. Restrict the file write permissions to the development group only.
C. Add access to the fileshare for the systems administrator’s group.
D. Deny access to all development user accounts

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 9
A cloud provider wants to make sure consumers are utilizing its IaaS platform but prevent them from installing a hypervisor on the server. Which of the following
will help the cloud provider secure the environment and limit consumers’ activity?

A. Patch management
B. Hardening
C. Scaling
D. Log and event monitoring

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 10
An IaaS application has a two-hour RTO and a four-hour RPO. The application takes one hour to back up its data or restore from a local backup file. A systems
administrator is tasked with configuring the backup policy.
Which of the following should the administrator configure to achieve the application requirements with the LEAST cost?

A. Back up to long-term storage every night
B. Back up to object storage every three hours
C. Back up to long-term storage every four hours
D. Back up to object storage every hour

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 11
A web server has been deployed in a public IaaS provider and has been assigned the public IP address of 72.135.10.100. Users are now reporting that when they
browse to the website, they receive a message indicating the service is unavailable. The cloud administrator logs into the server, runs a netstat command,
and notices the following relevant output:

Which of the following actions should the cloud administrator take to resolve the issue?

A. Assign a new IP address of 192.168.100.10 to the web server
B. Modify the firewall on 72.135.10.100 to allow only UDP
C. Configure the WAF to filter requests from 17.3.130.3
D. Update the gateway on the web server to use 72.135.10.1

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 12
An organization purchased new servers with GPUs for render farms. The servers have limited CPU resources. Which of the following GPU configurations will be
the MOST optimal for virtualizing this environment?

A. Dedicated
B. Shared
C. Passthrough
D. vGPU

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 13
A systems administrator is building a new virtualization cluster. The cluster consists of five virtual hosts, which each have flash and spinning disks. This storage is
shared among all the virtual hosts, where a virtual machine running on one host may store data on another host. This is an example of:

A. a storage area network
B. a network file system
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C. hyperconverged storage
D. thick-provisioned disks

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 14
A company needs to access the cloud administration console using its corporate identity. Which of the following actions would MOST likely meet the
requirements?

A. Implement SSH key-based authentication.
B. Implement cloud authentication with local LDAP.
C. Implement multifactor authentication.
D. Implement client-based certificate authentication.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 15
A cloud administrator recently noticed that a number of files stored at a SaaS provider’s file-sharing service were deleted. As part of the root cause analysis, the
administrator noticed the parent folder permissions were modified last week. The administrator then used a test user account and determined the permissions on
the files allowed everyone to have write access.
Which of the following is the best step for the administrator to take NEXT?

A. Identify the changes to the file-sharing service and document
B. Acquire a third-party DLP solution to implement and manage access
C. Test the current access permissions to the file-sharing service
D. Define and configure the proper permissions for the file-sharing service

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 16
A systems administrator wants the VMs on the hypervisor to share CPU resources on the same core when feasible.
Which of the following will BEST achieve this goal?

A. Configure CPU passthrough
B. Oversubscribe CPU resources
C. Switch from a Type 1 to a Type 2 hypervisor
D. Increase instructions per cycle
E. Enable simultaneous multithreading

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 17
A systems administrator swapped a failed hard drive on a server with a RAID 5 array. During the RAID resynchronization, a second hard drive failed.
Which of the following actions will make the server fully operational?

A. Restart the RAID resynchronization process
B. Perform a P2V migration of the server
C. Swap the failed hard drive with a fresh one
D. Restore the server from backup

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 18
A cloud engineer is responsible for managing a public cloud environment. There is currently one virtual network that is used to host the servers in the cloud
environment. The environment is rapidly growing, and the network does not have any more available IP addresses. Which of the following should the engineer do
to accommodate additional servers in this environment?

A. Create a VPC and peer the networks.
B. Implement dynamic routing.
C. Enable DHCP on the networks.
D. Obtain a new IPAM subscription.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 19
A company is switching from one cloud provider to another and needs to complete the migration as quickly as possible.
Which of the following is the MOST important consideration to ensure a seamless migration?

A. The cost of the environment
B. The I/O of the storage
C. Feature compatibility
D. Network utilization

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 20
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A SaaS provider wants to maintain maximum availability for its service. Which of the following should be implemented to attain the maximum SLA?

A. A hot site
B. An active-active site
C. A warm site
D. A cold site

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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